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rifle are pleased to bnng to your attention the Romfeya Foundation from Bulgana, whose purpose is to promote the cultural hentage ofthe country

and in particular the Collection "Vatevi" entitled "From the Stone to the Powder." This collection includes over 4000 units ofpraehistoric, ancient and

medieval weapons, armour and military equipment collected by three generations of the Vatevi family.

Pendrng the publishing of a three-volume catalog of the Collection "Vatevi" in 2016 nd 2017 .

This letter is to notify the pilot project of the Foundation - the monogaph "The Maces from the present Bulgarian lands (10th - 17th c. AD)
Collection Vatevi" by Asoc. Prof. Stoyan Popov, PhD. The book is unique study urvolvmg 482 maces and is a valuable tool for scholars, students,

antiquarians, collectors and all who ue interested in ancrent weapons.

The funds from the sales of all publications will be used to create a museum rn Bulgana, specialized in the topics of weapons, armour and military
equipment from the Praehistory Antiquity and the Middle Ages.

Brief historical review:
In the Bulgarian lands they have lived warlike Thracians, passed the military expeditions of the Persian king Darius I and the Macedonian

kings Philip II and Alexander the Great. It took Rome more than 150 years offighting, until ancient Thrace became its province. There are

invasions of the Celts on the Balkan Peninsula and their state survived 80 years in the southeast of the Balkan Mountains. These lands have

seen Goths, Huns, Avars and Slavs in numerous battles with the Eastern Roman Empire (Byzantium). In 7th c. AD the Bulgarians create their
state, gradually spread over the greater part of the Balkan Peninsula,

Two of the most spectacular battles in medieval Europe were led and won by the Bulgarian rulers Khan Krum (802 - 814) and Tzar Symeon

I the Great (893 -927) against the mighty Byzantine Empire.

Kiev's Knyaz Svyatoslav and its Varangians waged war against Bulgaria and Byzantium, which last for three years.

These lands have known the attacks of the Magyars, the steel columns of the First, Second, Third and Fourth Crusades, the raids of the

so called "late" nomadic peoples Pechenegs, Uzes and Cumanians, and later - the invasions of the Mongols.

Finally the Ottoman Turks in their zeal to Vienna keep hundreds of battles in these areas.

Therefore the wealth of military artifacts in the present Bulgarian lands is extremely large and diverse. According to many scientists the

Balkan peninsula is the scene of the largest number of battles over the last three millennia in Europe.

The book "The Maces from the present Bulgarian lands (l0th - 17th c. AD) Collection Yatevi" by Assoc. Prof, Stoyan Popov can
be purchased from you in the following ways:

1. Visit our website: www.romfeya.com and follow the instructions there

OI

2. Please trans r the amount of€ 150 for the cost ofthe book plus postage € 20 for Europe, or 30 € for the rest ofthe world. The pnce is without

V\T and if necessary would be charged with 200i0 V\T. Use the followrng bank account:

Recipient "Ton" EOOD

Bank "Eurobank Bulgaria" J.S.

SWIFT:BPBIBGSF,

IBAN: BG55 BPB[7924 1472 8628 0l
and submit your recerpt of shipment to the following address:

Romfeya Foundation

83, Mantsa blvd.

4003 - Plovdiv

BULGARIA

3. Following the transfer of the above amount in the aforementioned bank account, you can send data to obtain the book at the following emarl

addres: office@romfeya.com

Ifpayment ofthe book (books) and postage was made in one ofthe above ways, we guarantee rcceipt ofthe book (or book$ in twenty (20) days fiom
the receipt ofmoney in our bank account.

Phone / Fax number for contact with the Romfeya Foundation:
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Sincerely yours Boiko Vatev

Owner of "Collection Vatevi" and

Manager of the Romfeya Foundation
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THE MACES
FROM THE PRESENT

BULGARIAN LANDS

he study ofhuman culture is unthinkable without the knowledge ofthe history

of weaponry. The broad understanding o[ the meaning of culture as the entue

product of human activity covers also the concept of military culture.

Producing weapons the mankrnd has invested almost all the skills achieved in the course

of the technological development. The weapon has always had effect and significance

reguding the social status ofits owner. In another words, in the pre-industrial societies on

all the levels it is an insignia mostly of power- even the supreme one, Alongside the jewels

insignias - clowns, necklaces and bracelets - the sabre or the sword together with the belt

they are suspended on, also represent tokens of the higher power. For that reason the

making of weapons has been always aestheticized - they have adomed the weapon

similarly - and sometimes even more meticulously than the other artifacts of human life.

Today the public and private museums and the numerous collections all ovel the world
house weapons from various, often rather different and contrasting cultures. They provrde

a fust-clas source for decrphering the cultural spaces of ethnicities and confessions. This

is the reason the weapons take their fair place in representative expositions and in luxury
buildings and the scholats devote them thorough studies.

The monograph hereby offers a beautifi.rlly illustrated and comprehensive comment on

maces from the Vatevi private collection. It seems hard to say if thn part of it (the

Medieval maces) is not to be the largest one in the woild although it may be true as far as

my modest knowledge reaches. On the first place, the meaning ofsuch studies is to enter

the released pieces into the scientific bibliography through their perfect description and

alierwards theh identification according to the modern scholarship. The release ofsimilar
worls serves for comparative analyses revealing important interelations

between cultures and flnally leading to esential conclusions for their

development. In tum, the public gets to know the heritage of the

culnlal space ofthe Bulganans, and it is indeed significant for

its pathway through the hntory The release ofthe book is

an excellent example for the numerous Bulgarian

collectors to initiate and support financially the

publication of theLr own collections hiding - as I
am sue - artifacts astonishlng in significance

for the national history.

Seemingly simple in form and

method of use, the mace

appeared as early as the dawn of
human ciyilization to acquire a significant role during the-' 

Middle Ages. Then it became one of the main weapons of the Lnfantry and

later was in use also in the clash of cavalry formations. In the late Middle ,A,ges, in the

Eurasian steppe cu.lture the mace became even an insignia of supreme power.

To the readers of the monograph I recommend a carefii reading of the authori
drsquisition and the image of the pieces. The chronology, development of the mace

shapes, as well as their aestheticism excites attention. I am sure the readers will experience

the unrque thrill that appear with every new knowledge and especially when it regards our
past - glorious although sometimes difficult to unveil.

Prof Stanislav Stanilov, Doctor ofHistorical Sciences

National Institute of Archaeology with Museum - Bulgarian Academy of Sciences

?



The man has invested in weapons the most advanced achievements

of technology ofhis time and often - art as well. In its nature the weapon

is neither good nor bad - it all depends on the hand that holds it. If the

hand is fair enough it brings forth freedom, peace and tranquility. kt
us wish the 2lst century goes on in a better way than up to now.

Boiko Vatev



THE MACES

FROM THE PRESENT

BULGARIAN LANDS
1OTH - ITTH C. AD
(Collection "Vatev's")

Stoyan Popov, PhD

Here presented monogaphic work is an attempt for analysis of the maces from the present Bulgari-
an lands which are included in Collection "Vatev's". A typology and an attempt for chronological
attribution of the types are made on that basis. That typology is frrllest one, created in Europe and
America, conceming the forms of the weapons till that moment. For the first time in the world maces

from 10th - lTth c. AD in such great amount are gathered and scientifically analyzed.
The work is constituted by an Introduction, three chapters, Conclusion and Catalogue. In the

research are included 482 maces which are published for the fust time.
The Introduction is a short review of the appeaffrnce and the development of the maces in the

Ancient times in Egypt, Mesopotamia, Asia and in Bulgarian lands. Theses about the chronological
aspects of the appearance and the distribution of that weapon during the Middle Ages in Eastem,
Central and Western Europe are presented. Terminological elucidations about the mace parts are

made. The different methods for the affixation ofthe mace parts to each other are commented. There
are thoughts about the tactical methods of use of that weapon.

In the First chapter a critical review of the researches on the maces from the present Bulganan lands
is made.

Chapter Two is dedicated of the mediaeval terms concerning the maces in Eastem and Southeast-
em Europe. The second part of the Chapter examines the depictions of maces on mural paintings
from the present Bulgarian teritories and in the illustrations in literally works concerning Bulgaria,
both dating in the Middle Ages.

In the Third Chapter a typology and an attempt of chronological attribution of the maces from
the present Bulgarian lands during the 10th - I7thc. AD is made. The attributes bared in mind defin-
ing the types are pointed. The characteristic features of every type, subtype, and variant are presented
dong with the parallels of the maces where it was possible. Conclusions were made conceming the
specifying of the dating of the types, subtypes and variants. The chronology of the types, subtypes
and variants are illustrated in the Table I.

The Conclusion presents the summarized results of the research. In short the differentiated 2l
types with 53 subtypes and22 variants are shown. Thoughts are presented conceming the genealogi-
cal links between the different mace types.They are synthesized in the Table IL Genealogical tree of
the maces from present Bulgarian lands during 10th - 17th c. AD.

The Catalogue begins with schemes explaining the metrical data and the mace parts where they
were taken. In the Catalogue every single copy examined by the author and put in the research is
shown. Every Catalogue article contains maximum quantity of data for the artrfact along with an
illustntion of it.




